VET 4 Change kick off meeting program
14th and 15th Oct. 2020
DRAFT
To be confirmed regarding the “mobility and meeting” rules in Belgium and Brussels

Host organization “inter-Mondes”
“Inter-Mondes” is one of the first Belgian associations to have been created in 1996 by and for actors
from both the South and the North.
Originally designed primarily to make known in Europe the wealth of popular dynamics initiated in the
South, it gradually redeployed its activities to support all forms of appeals and interconnection in the
North as well as in the South:
 knowledge (academic and popular);
 practices (public, private);
 cultures (traditional, modern, working, etc.);
 people (West African space and Europe);
with a view to political change: transforming the current society of individuals into a society that reestablishes the Collective, the others and the other as a concern for each and everyone.
The word Inter-Mondes affirms its rejection of the idea of a "south" which would only be exploited and
victimized for a more shared and more interdependent vision of the causes of the problems as of their
solutions. It is distinguished as well as the concept of "Third worlds"
It interests people from the world of development, the social economy, banks, businesses, politics,
universities... and seeks to build bridges between these worlds.
Economic alternatives (from rural point of view) and crosscultural approaches
Discussion about rural economy (green deal strategy) bioeconomy
https://www.inter-mondes.org/qui-sommes-nous

Main question for the session
How to strengthen synergy between partners and defining both aims and organization
for the 2 years coming

expected results
Through these meetings, we will try above all to define :
 what we want to share, what we have in common (issues…)
 the method to work with the territories (how to work with the stakeholders and
how to implement it with the stakeholders)
 the communication plan
 the role of each organisation and of each person participating in the dynamic

administrative and financial management
we will work on the financial and administrative aspects of the programme through a
serie of distance meetings.
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Olivier will ask Lotfi to come one day ?

Participants
1 or 2 participants per organization (distance or in Brussels)
Estonia 1 person Triin
Romania Alina and Iulia (distance)
Philippe and Marc
Olivier and Brigitte
Daniel and Sandra
Hildur and Johannes (Distance)
Arrival and departure
Please give your flight schedule to Aurélie (aurelie.heintz@mfr.asso.fr )

Hotel and conference room
We don’t have the prices for conference room at the moment.
https://www.meininger-hotels.com/en/hotels/brussels/hotel-bruxelles-citycenter/

room and breakfast 89 euros, lunch fro 14 euros
https://www.hotelbedford.be/fr/
room and breakfast 100 euros
https://www.hyggehotel.be/
room and breakfast 134 euros
https://www.hotelstgery.com/fr/
Was closed until October

visits and lectures

-

We don’t plan any visits this time due to the sanitary rules. We will focus on the group
work.

translation
If needed, a translation will be provided to people who ask for it.
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Program, 14th to 15th October 2020
13th, Tuesday
arrival at the Hotel
Dinner at hotel

14th, Wednesday
8:00 AM breakfast at hôtel
9h opening conference (available online : OL)
9:30 Inter Mondes presentation (OL)
Partners presentation (pictures, movies for absent) OL
10:00 perceptions and collaborative leadership workshop Brussels (facilitation Olivier
and Philippe)
Preparatory questionnaire for distance participants


11: 30 distance meeting

01:00 PM – 02 :00 Lunch
2:30 individual expectations and collective goals


3: 30 distance meeting

4:00 overview of existing resources and competences
19:00 - dinner and visit

15th, Thursday
8:00 - 9:00 Breakfast
9 AM “Compares” initiative : basics for cooperation (workshop OL)
10:00 -12:00 work plan and roles (individual and collective roadmap ?)
12:15 – 01:00 Lunch
01:30 Berlin training session preparation (skills week ) 9 to 13 of November
04:00– closing workshop
19 h Dinner and free evening

Friday 16th (extra time)


Youtube live : Breakfast in Brussels with Olivier for Erasmus Days : a VET 4 change
dissemination event
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